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Wind Energy Exhibition goes online 

EXPO21XX has done it again! The leading specialist in the online exhibition business has opened 

WIND ENERGY 21XX to support the sustainable and efficient development of wind energy. This wind 

energy exhibition will not only contribute significantly in achieving the ambitious targets of the wind 

industry, but also help in bringing the vision of "100 percent electricity from renewable sources" 

closer to reality. 

With pioneering spirit and know-how EXPO21XX brings together international equipment and wind 

energy manufacturers and designers on this unique platform. Currently, EXPO21XX offers thirty-one 

specific areas for the industry to display their products and services. What is fascinating about WIND 

ENERGY 21XX is the inclusion of onshore and offshore projects, services such as wires and cable 

protection, logistics and transport, and research and development. Among the exhibitors are 

Siemens, Vestas and the German safety certification giant, TÜV NORD. WIND ENERGY 21XX attracts 

and brings the energy industry in focus of international professionals, government and public. 
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Grid expansions and the switch to alternative energy sources are still in the development stages. 
WIND ENERGY 21XX is the first step in building a network of strong partners that would allow the 
industry to announce their products, innovations and services internationally. 
 
After a successful entry into the field of renewable energy, we are now on our way to specialized 
markets. With WIND ENERGY 21XX we try to bring together all wind energy manufacturers on our 
platform. The equipment presented on this online trade show includes wind turbines and drive 
technology but also components like rotor blades or Monitoring Systems" as EXPO21XX's CEO 
Markus Baumgartner illustrates. 
 
In addition to the online exhibition, EXPO21XX is publishing latest company and product information 
of the wind power industry on EXPO21XX NEWS. 
 
 

About EXPO21XX 

EXPO21XX is an online exhibition platform was founded in 2000 to bring the conventional trade fairs 

to the internet. Conventional trade fairs demand that you display your brands or products short-term 

at one location, mostly for a few days or a week. EXPO21XX.com serves as a better alternative by 

bringing the products online to help manufacturers virtually and yet profitably launch their products. 

The essences of the products are presented through quality videos, images and descriptions.   

More than 3500 exhibitors from America, China, Russia, and South Africa to Europe present their 

products and solutions in over 360 exhibition halls. The products include but not limited to electric 

motors, sailing yachts, agricultural machinery and industrial robots. EXPO21XX.com is continuously 

working to open other areas of research to enable and promote innovative ideas as well as 

interdisciplinary and developmental projects. Further, it plans to develop other new business areas 

and exhibition tools to expand and improve the presence of participating companies and institutes to 

the global market.  
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